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New Evidence of Intentional Destruction of Immigration Safety Measures

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.—Attorney General Ashley Moody is revealing new evidence of President
Joe Biden’s intentional destruction of the nation’s immigration system. Through legal efforts to
stop the border crisis, Florida obtained U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement training
videos showing that ICE officials are fighting a losing battle against illegal immigration because
of Biden’s destructive policies.

The intentional tearing down of national safeguards will make it nearly impossible for the federal
government to stop the possible invasion as experts predict as many as 14,000 immigrants a
day may start pouring across the U.S. Southwest Border if Title 42 expires. While the
administration may try to blame the expiration of Title 42 for the invasion, it is clear the Biden
administration created this coming crisis through years of methodical destruction of public-safety
immigration structures. The expiration of Title 42 would reveal just how vulnerable Biden’s
presidency has left the country.

Attorney General Ashley Moody said, “Since day one of his administration, President Biden has
purposefully broken down the structure and law enforcement at our nation’s border with
Mexico—all while confusing and misleading the nation about this devious, reckless scheme. If
Title 42 ends, the administration may blame the mass surge of unvetted migrants on this rule’s
remission, but don’t be fooled. They’re playing fast and loose with the lives of Americans to
advance an absurd political agenda.

“As our litigation uncovered, this has been this administration’s plan all along. They’ve let in and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8Ko71p5OJU
https://www.axios.com/2022/12/14/title-42-migrant-surge-mexico-border


lost track of hundreds of thousands of inadmissible immigrants, and it will get worse if Title 42
expires. We will continue our litigation efforts to force Biden to follow the law and try to mitigate
this national disaster.”

The ICE training videos obtained by Attorney General Moody’s office show officials discussing
the logistical problems created when federal authorities intentionally released tens of thousands
of immigrants without charging documents—a formal legal document requiring immigrants to
appear before an immigration judge. Without a charging document, it is much harder for ICE
officials to locate and remove people in the country illegally.

Under previous administrations, immigrants were given charging documents at arrival. Now,
under Operation Horizon, the federal government is attempting to locate migrants and send
these documents by mail. The obtained training videos focus on sharing information about this
operation.

Excerpts from the redacted training videos include an official explaining that since March 2021,
U.S. Customs and Border Protection has released noncitizens at the border and directed the
immigrants to report to the nearest ICE office in the intended area of residence. The official
states that this process does not address the underlining challenges regarding the agency’s
congressionally-mandated responsibility to locate, arrest and place into removal proceedings
those noncitizens who are not in the possession of a valid, unexpired entry document. Operation
Horizon is the federal government’s response to locate and place these migrants into removal
proceedings.

Another official addresses the frustration members of ICE have, but Operation Horizon is a U.S.
Department of Homeland Security directive that will be continued.

Yet another ICE official in the training videos further explains what happens under Operation
Horizon, stating: “Operation Horizon, the background on this…you know over the summer, we
had well over 150,000 folks come in. They were issued a piece of paper that said, ‘find
somebody in ICE,’ and that was pretty much it. There was no processing. I know this isn’t
something that you guys asked for, and I can assure you that no one in the criminal alien
program asked for it either.”

To view portions of the training videos, click here.

In September, Attorney General Moody obtained further evidence of President Biden’s failed
policies. As part of litigation efforts, Attorney General Moody’s office obtained a memo outlining
the federal government’s plan in the event immigrants overrun the border if Title 42
expires—simply mass-release the migrants in the U.S.

To learn more, click here.

President Biden’s terrible policies and actions have resulted in a record number of illegal
immigrants entering the country, along with massive amounts of deadly fentanyl and dozens of
individuals currently on the terrorist watch list.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8Ko71p5OJU
https://www.myfloridalegal.com/page/967FAEA6A500F3DC852588BC00535F64/?Open&Highlight=0,biden


Border Patrol encountered a record 2.76 million illegal immigrants during the federal fiscal year
ending in September. Border Patrol encountered nearly 100 people on the terrorist watchlist in
FY 2022, a 276% increase when compared to the past five years combined. Since February
2021, authorities seized nearly 23,000 pounds of illicit fentanyl, enough to kill every man, woman
and child in the U.S. more than 15 times over—as overdose deaths skyrocket past 100,000 a
year.

The situation is dire and will likely get much worse if Title 42 expires. However, U.S. Senate
Majority Leader Chuck Schumer offered a solution to the immigration nightmare—suggesting
mass legalization for the millions here illegally.

Attorneys for Florida took depositions and obtained documents in case number 3:21-cv-1066.
The case is pending in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Florida and is set for
trial in January 2023.

https://thehill.com/latino/3699951-illegal-border-crossings-hit-annual-record-government-data/
https://www.myfloridalegal.com/page/527C9F0BBA978D758525875E005B11E6/?Open&

